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OVERVIEW 

I have been lucky that I have good experiences with builders in Canberra. I must say though that it is a leap of faith 

when engaging a builder as there are horror stories out there. 

 

As a community we have the right to expect that Australia has a strong building code in every jurisdiction and that it 

is enforced. 

 

 

EXAMPLES THAT CONCERN ME 

 Private certifier – I have been told of a certifier in Canberra who gets plenty of work from builders as he is 

more lenient that other certifiers. Why would a builder use a certifier who is really stringent? Builders have a 

financial incentive to engage certifiers who are less strict. 

 National Portrait Gallery – How can a new building costings millions need such extensive repairs after 10 

years? 

 Gungahlin – Some friends did an extension and water came in through the light fittings when it rained. MBA 

was contacted and met the owner and builder but the builder denied he was at fault. 

 Franklin – When we lived in Franklin a dual occupancy house was built on our street despite the requirement 

to build single occupancy. LDA inspected and still allowed the building works to continue.  

 

 

POSSBILE SOLUTIONS 

My suggestions to solve the building standards issue include: 

 Design a better compliance process - Engage building industry experts who can develop a rigorous 

compliance process 

 Audits - Engage independent inspectors (public or private staff) who will inspect the builders work and the 

certification process 

 Builder 

o Make it a requirement that builders are appropriately qualified 

o If a builder is consistently not meeting building standards there needs to be consequences, including 

the possible removal of their licence if they continually breach.  

o Builders also have to be held accountable and not be allowed to setup another building company 

until their previous remedies are completed. 

 Certifier 

o Make it a requirement that the certifier has to visit the site at least twice during the building process 

o If a certifier has not met their requirements there needs to be penalties applied 

 

 

WHAT WE DON’T WANT 

Layers of bureaucracy that increase costs and time. 

 

 


